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Become a part of our team in Ganderkesee and apply for a

Master Thesis / Bachelor Thesis / Internship
in Software Development / Computer Science

You are about to complete your studies in the field of computer science or a comparable course of studies and would
like to deal with innovative technologies in your Bachelor‘s or Master‘s thesis? You would like to take part in national
and international research projects or work on products that will be used by millions of customers every day? Then we
should get to know each other. We are open to your suggestions. Just apply and we will check all possibilities! Among
other things we can present these topics to us:
Big Data & AI: aggregation, descriptive and predictive analysis of large amounts of data, development and Implementation of prediction models and application of explorative methods for pattern recognition
Chat Bot: Answering common customer questions by an intelligent account manager
Other: If you have ideas we might like, just try it out, we’ll give you feedback
Your profile:
You know software development using JavaScript and web-technologies
Ideally, you have used TypeScript or Angular before
Also, if you have used Ionic or Electron before, this is another bonus
(but not necessary)
Also as a career starter, after an apprenticeship in information technology
or after finishing your studies, you will find a place with us.
Just have a look at www.ascora.de/jobs
In addition to a relaxed working environment, our employees can
expect many other amenities:
Top equipment with all freedoms
Depending on the task, you can decide for yourself which
technologies and systems you use and how to organize things.
Great location
Close to Bremen and Oldenburg we enjoy the rural tranquility
between trees and ponds in Ganderkesee.
Healthy at the workplace
Every day our colleagues enjoy a fruit flat rate, free beverages and
subsidized gym memberships.

Apply now at:

jobs@ascora.de
Referencing Dr. Sven Abels

We are Ascora.
The Ascora GmbH reaches more than
12 million active users with our desktop,
web and mobile apps under the brand
Abelssoft.
From lots of successful national and
international research projects we draw
our innovative strength. Our key research
competencies are Service-Oriented
Architectures, scalable cloud systems and
complex distributed applications with a
high degree of IT security.
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